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Introduction

Meanwhile, although we may be in a “post-Caliphate” era, the threat posed by IS
has not disappeared. The very same group that emerged from the very same fault
lines (the same tensions and the same grievances) will still exist as an insurgency
and can certainly re-emerge as a conventional force. What’s more, in its ascension
and later collapse, the so-called “Caliphate” has further worsened the fate of
Sunni Muslims - its own constituency - Sunnis, making their marginalisation an
even more dire and pressing issue then before IS’s rise. The group will, therefore,
likely adopt a strategy of “aggressive hibernation”, namely, lying in wait and
maintaining relevance by returning to its insurgent roots and hoping that other
actors will fail to solve the same grievances that led to its initial rise.
2018 will also be the year of elections, some long-awaited (Iraq, Lebanon), some
possibly unexpected (Turkey), and some clearly already over before having truly
began (Egypt). Fair representation may be seen as the antidote to radicalism, yet
this year could prove that the road to stability is still long, and that some countries
appear to be moving in the wrong direction.
This report takes a broad and local look at these and other key issues that do or
can impact stability and security and, when possible, provides some indication as
to how they could evolve. We don’t pretend to have an answer to all the
questions we ask - our crystal ball was misplaced by one of our interns - but to
introduce those queries that we will regularly discuss in our Weekly Security Brief
and through our tactical coverage of the region in Le Beck Alerts mobile app.
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The year that lies ahead will be critical to the geopolitical and security landscape
of the Middle East and North Africa (MENA). Following the collapse of its so-called
“Caliphate,” the Islamic State’s (IS) de facto defeat as a conventional force leaves
many unanswered questions and will naturally encourage the resurgence of issues
that were muted but exacerbated during the anti-IS fight. This includes the
question of Iranian influence and how to cope with it, which appears, at least in
words, to have reached the top of Washington’s agenda. Whether the US will be
able to demonstrate this priority in deeds, i.e. if it is, in fact, ready to commit the
resources to contain Iran, is another question. Indeed, while Tehran’s growing
influence and ambition certainly is at the forefront of regional debates, so has
Washington’s own seeming declining influence, including its actual ability to effect
real change through, among others, sanctions.
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A word from Le Beck’s CEO

February 2018

This coming year is poised to see Le Beck’s analyst and intelligence
capabilities further grow and expand as we strive to provide a
comprehensive vision of what shapes the regional security landscape. We
are expanding our team of dedicated analysts and our services, all made
possible by the trust our clients have placed in us, which think is essential
to the success of the Le Beck brand.

May everyone experience a safe and secure 2018.
Best regards,

Anthony J. Tesar
CEO

Perspectives 2018

I see this report as a way to give our clients and other readers an overview
of some of the broader trends we, as a security and risk consultancy
headquartered along a main regional faultline in the Middle East, will
cover in 2018. We believe that even those who are exclusively securityfocused cannot ignore these major strategic and regional developments,
as they form the background to the broader security landscape. The
Middle East and North Africa region does not exist in a vacuum, and our
ability to gauge how these strategic events affect the tactical level is one
of the many elements that make our security and intelligence services
truly holistic, whether our clients need to secure specific installation(s),
understand the “lay of the land” before a planned visit or relocation, or
inform the overall decision-making process.

Iran: Regional influence, domestic challenges
Iran’s expanding influence in the Levant
Bottom line
❑ Tehran’s efforts to consolidate its influence in the Levant was at the heart of
regional conflicts over the past year and will remain so in the coming one,
particularly in Iraq and Syria.
❑ In Syria, the US and its partners can hope to prevent further Iranian
expansion through its Kurdish-led coalition (although even that may prove
challenging) yet is unlikely to find ways to roll back Iran unless Washington
commits additional resources.
❑ In Iraq, the US can hope to maintain a neutral partner in Baghdad but needs
to more clearly commit if it wants to counter Iranian influence.

The possibility that Iran will maintain a permanent presence in Syria after the end of
the conflict has alarmed several regional powers, including Israel, Saudi Arabia, and the
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Tehran’s ambitions in the Levant have been at the heart of regional struggles over the past year
and likely will remain so in the coming one. In 2017, the ability to consolidate its presence in
Syria through its support of the Syrian regime, as well as its influence in Iraq and Lebanon, was
at the center of multiple crises. The Lebanese “theatre,” which Saudi Arabia sought to
reactivate when it pressured PM Saad Hariri to resign, has once again been neutralised, as
Western partners who Riyadh sought to mobilise sent the message during the “Hariri crisis”
that maintaining Lebanon’s stability, rather than rolling back Iranian influence, was the priority.
This leaves Iraq and Syria as the main areas where Iranian influence will be disputed in the
coming year.

US. Military victories in Aleppo, as well as in eastern Syria have presented Tehran with new
opportunities to materialise a “Shiite crescent” in the Middle East that would stretch from Iran’s
western border to the eastern Mediterranean. Being one of Assad’s first and most prominent
supporters since the beginning of the civil war, the Islamic Republic certainly can derive much
power from the Syrian regime’s victory. Assad’s military victory and ability to stay in power
could be used to both reinforce Iran’s deterrence toward Israel by placing proxies along the
border of the Occupied Golan Heights, while also paving the way for a much-discussed “land
corridor” between Iraq and Syria.
This land corridor, which was evident when Iranian-backed forces attacked the then Islamic
State (IS)-held city of Albu Kamal from both sides of the Iraq-Syria border last year, has been a
source of concern for the aforementioned countries who see Tehran’s regional ambitions as a
major contributor to destabilisation. While many analyses mention Iran’s ability to move
weapons across the border, including to its Hezbollah proxy in Lebanon, as one of the main
factors behind such concerns, the actual threat is broader than this. To be sure, the land
corridor does represent an alternative road for Iranian weapons should the aerial bridge to
Damascus be somehow severed. But this may only represent the tip of the iceberg, as the
Tehran will also be able to move forces between borders more easily, while also controlling
what could become a non-negligeable axis of economic and cultural influence in the long-term.
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While this land corridor is, in part, completed with the aforementioned capture of Albu Kamal,
control over the Iraq-Syria border, as well as Iran’s presence in Syria and influence in Iraq, will
likely continue to be disputed during the coming year. Over the past month, Washington sent
clear signals that it would strengthen the Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) in
northwestern Syria, which it sees as a bulwark against Iranian influence. Such use of the SDF to
limit Iranian expansionism isn’t a new idea and, although it triggered significant tensions with
Turkey, including the recent intervention in Afrin, is supported by other countries, such as
Saudi Arabia, which have quietly invested more resources in building partnerships with the
Kurds. How Tehran will react to such a development is still unclear, yet several high-ranking
officials in Iran have repeatedly threatened to carry out an attack against the Kurds.

limits of what Washington can hope to achieve in the region and the fact that Iran
has largely achieved its goals, at least in Syria.
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Beyond that, whether simply strengthening the SDF will be enough to prevent Iran from
consolidating its influence is far from certain. Washington has no appetite for an actual conflict,
despite Trump’s aggressive rhetoric, and is thus forced to rely on other actors, including Russia,
to secure a broader agreement that would roll back Iranian influence. Yet Moscow has shown
little interest in containing what it considers to be a strategic partner. While the US announced
an agreement with Russia last year to prevent “foreign militias” from operating near the Israeli
border, the proclamation was later denied by Russian FM Sergei Lavrov who insisted that
Tehran’s presence was legitimate. Interestingly, the statement didn’t exactly deny that an
agreement was being discussed but, rather, that one was reached. Lavrov further suggested
that the agreement was not a “one-way street” and that the US would also have to withdraw
its own “militias,” in a statement that could refer to the presence of a US proxy in al-Tanf, a
base situated along a road that would be key to the building of Iran’s land corridor. Despite
such negotiations, there are no clear signs that a deal is within reach, and Tehran’s proxies
continue to operate in southern Syria, including most recently in Beit Jinn where Iran-backed
Shiite militias took part in a pro-regime offensive. The issue of Iran’s presence in Syria, and
more specifically southern Syria, is thus slated to remain on the table, with Israel continuing to
enforce its own red-line unilaterally by carrying out strikes against weapons transferred to
Hezbollah and Iranian bases in the country. More broadly, this largely underscores the

Iraq may present more opportunities for an effective strategy to roll back Iran. There, it is likely
that the first “round” of efforts to roll back Iranian influence will be played out during the
upcoming elections (see our Iraq section) and, more specifically, within the Shiite community.
While Tehran draws its support from this population, its influence isn’t unrivaled and there are
figures who are suspicious of Iran’s ambitions. Saudi Arabia has already tried to invest in such
fault lines by receiving prominent Shiite cleric Muqtada Sadr, who has adopted a more
“nationalistic” tone in recent years, as well as by improving its relations with PM Haider alAbadi, who has managed to strike a balance between the various foreign influencers. Yet,
again, Washington’s ability to actually influence the course the Iraqi leadership will adopt is
quite limited. The fact that al-Abadi, the US’s best bet, can be described as neutral rather than
pro-US (while other figures are more clearly anti-US or pro-Iran) says something about the
current situation in a country that has seen constantly US “investment” over the past 15 years.
To be sure, there are some signals that Washington could send to show its commitment,
including by more clearly reaffirming its resolve to maintain a military presence and train the
Iraqi armed forces. Yet again this shows that, to some extent, whether the US will be able to
maintain its influence in Iraq is, in fact, much more up for debate than Iran’s own influence.
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The main weakness of the Islamic Republic may surprisingly come from inside, as dramatically
demonstrated by the wave of protests that rocked Iran in December and January. While the
movement fizzled out, and even though this clearly wasn’t the main focus of the protesters,
chants calling for the country to invest in domestic rather than regional issues may have an
impact on Tehran’s regional policy. The protests demonstrated that despite the sympathies
expressed regarding various regional causes, there may not be a consensus over the current
policy implemented primarily by the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC). While there is
little the US or other countries can do to shape Iranian opinion, this has certainly pushed some
hardline elements within the US Congress and administration to continue pressuring Iran
economically, with some even arguing that the protests are another reason to drop the nuclear
deal and re-implement related sanctions.
Furthermore, the demonstrations may have given Rouhani some additional momentum to
materialise his electoral promise to roll back the IRGC’s influence in the economy. A drastic
change of course within this year is, however, unlikely. The strategic interests guiding Tehran’s
foreign policy haven’t been fundamentally changed and, although many from the outside may
see such policy as an expansionist one, the Iranian regime views it more as a defensive posture
against any attempt to form some sort of anti-Iran coalition. In other words, while it may look
like Iran is investing in expanding its influence (which it is), core elements within the regime,
including Rouhani himself, likely view this “expansionism” as something that isn’t

superfluous but, in fact, critical to the survival of the Islamic Republic.
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Trump’s tug-of-war with the Iran deal
Bottom line
❑ Trump’s refusal to issue additional sanctions waivers unless the nuclear deal
is amended threatens the future of the agreement.
❑ The US president, however, has limited options given that its co-signatories
are publicly opposed to any such amendments and may find himself faced
with either violating the agreement or reversing his position.
❑ One possible solution could originate from EU powers who may look to
compromise with Trump by offering stricter and/or additional non-nuclear
sanctions in return for commitment to the deal.

Trump does not have a lot of options when it comes to altering an agreement to
which the US is only one of multiple signatories. He could attempt to convince the other
parties to the JCPOA to re-enter negotiations but the likelihood of success appears particularly
low. Not only have European parties expressed little appetite for reopening discussions, but the
US administration has limited leverage or even rapport despite their status as US allies. The
same is even more so true for Russia and China, with the former growing increasingly close to
Iran in recent years. Tehran, meanwhile, soundly rejected this option, describing the agreement
as “not renegotiable”.
Thus, the low likelihood (and near impossibility) that alterations to the accord would be made
by the time the next waiver is due means that Trump will either need to violate the JCPOA by
refusing to issue the waiver or renege on his promise. Given the US president’s unpredictability
and penchant for walking back vows, either is plausible. One needs only to look to the
recognition of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital to see a situation in which Trump reportedly acted
against the advice and wishes of many advisors and allies.

Iran, US | Nuclear Deal

The future of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA or “Iran nuclear deal”) is
threatened by the US, with President Donald Trump conditioning future waivers for nuclearrelated sanctions, to which the US is obligated under the deal, on amendment of the
agreement. On January 12, Trump promised that this would be the last such waiver absent
alterations to certain elements of the JCPOA, with the so-called “sunset” provisions one of the
main points of contention. What this means in practice is that US adherence to the deal will
continue only until the next waiver, which will come due in May.

It is important to highlight that even if he refuses to issue the waiver and places the US in

violation of the agreement, this does not necessarily mean the collapse of the deal.
Iran has previously suggested that it would continue its adherence should the other signatories
remain committed, while the JCPOA also has its own built-in dispute resolution mechanism. This
includes a step-by-step process by which any party can refer another to either the Joint
Commission or an Advisory Board, both of which are described in the deal. It would, however,
isolate the US, harm its image, and likely negatively impact its soft power. An important concern
among the agreement’s signatories is the precedent that would be set by forcing new
negotiations to an existing deal, which would make other states engaging in troublesome
behaviour even more cautious about entering into negotiations.
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Although Trump’s position vis-a-vis the necessary waivers marks the most significant threat to
the continuity of the JCPOA, there are others areas that should be watched, including nonnuclear sanctions. Such sanctions usually relate to Iran’s ballistic missile program, support for
militant groups in the region, and/or human rights abuses: they do not represent a violation of
the agreement and have in the past triggered only rhetorical condemnation and countersanctions whose impact is minimal. However, it is possible that European parties may look to
compromise with Trump by imposed additional and stricter non-nuclear sanctions in exchange
for continued US adherence to the agreement. Recent reports suggest that Germany may be
looking to do just this and may find an ally in France, with the country’s foreign minister
describing Iran’s ballistic missile tests as violating UN Resolution 2231.
This could prompt a harsher response from Tehran, which has and continues to look to
European more than American companies to help improve the economy. But any such
response is unlikely to reach the level of violating the agreement, given that Iran would likely
still receive a net benefit from the deal, particularly at the macro level.

Certain legislation in US Congress should also be watched carefully. Although past bills
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that proceeded to vote and presidential signature have shied away from formally violating the
agreement, including the Iran Sanctions Act extension, some proposed bills are concerning and
would, in fact, rise to that level. In November 2017, for example, a House of Representatives
panel voted to advance a bill called the Strengthening Oversight of Iran’s Access to Finance Act,
which would, among others, make it more difficult for Iran to buy aircraft from companies that
also operate in the US. The passage of this bill could violate the JCPOA, which specifically calls
for the US to allow sales of commercial passenger aircraft and parts. More recently, there is
now a House of Representatives-proposed bill known as the Iran Freedom Policy and Sanctions
Act that would, among others, stipulate the reimplementation of waived sanctions (i.e. violate
the nuclear agreement) under various circumstances, including ballistic missile tests.
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The Middle East after the fall of IS’s “Caliphate”
The future of Islamic State
Bottom line
❑ Despite the collapse of its physical “Caliphate”, IS continues to pose a threat
to regional and international security, particularly with regard to returning
foreign fighters and persisting IS-affiliates.
❑ IS has undergone a shift in operational focus to insurgency with a particular
emphasis on lone wolf-style attacks.
❑ The weakening of IS (or the perception thereof) has prompted a resurgence
of other militant groups, most notably al-Qaeda.

While the group’s so-called Caliphate has largely been destroyed, many IS fighters remain
committed to their cause and will return to their home countries and/or seek out IS-linked
groups to fuel the fight on other battlefields. A formidable threat remains in the form of foreign
fighters, made more difficult by the lack of certainty as to their exact numbers and location.

This threat can be compared to the gradual return of foreign fighters from
Afghanistan, which led to the creation of multiple new militant groups across the
globe and represented a “big bang” of global terrorism. It should be noted, as a way to
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As Islamic State’s (IS) physical “Caliphate” in Syria and Iraq crumbles, increased activity in other
countries coupled with the resurgence/continued activity of other militant groups and ongoing
security operations will affect the security environment in the coming year. Yet, despite the
collapse of its physical “Caliphate,” IS activities will still present challenges in the Middle East
and North Africa (MENA) region and beyond, demonstrating the group’s continued global
presence. In the final weeks of 2017 alone, IS claimed responsibility for attacks in Kabul, St.
Petersburg, and Cairo, as well as the failed bombing attempt in New York City, and was/is
reportedly preparing for attacks in Turkey.

highlight the scope of the threat, that in comparison to the Afghan conflict the ones in Iraq and
Syria have, in fact, mobilised more foreign fighters over a shorter period of time.
The return of these fighters may first and foremost impact countries where IS affiliates are
located and where these affiliate operate on a daily basis. To compensate for the loss of its
Caliphate, the group will, and has already tried to consolidate its presence in countries where it
maintains a quasi-conventional presence. This includes Afghanistan, where the group has
increasingly been active and seeks to increase its profile - as highlighted by the attack on Save
the Children - and where local authorities say multiple foreign fighters were spotted, including
from France.
This is also bound to impact countries in North Africa, such as Libya, where the group has not
fully been rooted out despite its defeat in Sirte, and Egypt, as Egyptian President el-Sisi
vocalised his concern that IS militants are making their way to Egypt (through Libya) following
debilitating defeats in Syria and Iraq. IS has claimed responsibility for several recent attacks in
the country and, while largely confined to the Sinai area, IS has demonstrated operational
capabilities in other areas of Egypt (most recently, with attacks such as the Mar Mina Church
shooting in Cairo).
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Another major factor that helps gauge the impact of IS’s collapse is the nationality of foreign
fighters and whether they will be able to return to their home countries. Given the significantly
higher number of fighters per capita than most in the region, Tunisia’s ability to cope with
returning militants will be key, particularly as the country is experiencing many other political
and socio-economic challenges, highlighted by the recent wave of unrest. Thus far, the country
has struggled to prevent fighters from returning home, a major source of concern given the
ability of already existing jihadist groups to create significant political and economic damage,
including by assassinating Tunisian opposition figures (which were carried out by jihadists who
later joined IS) and targeting the country’s critical tourism industry.
Moreover, despite the demise of its physical Caliphate and the subsequent displacement of
many fighters, IS will still maintain its presence in Syria and Iraq. Remaining fighters continue to
launch new attacks on the eastern bank of the Euphrates and along the Iraq-Syria border areas
where the group has a limited but continuing presence. While it has been defeated as a
conventional force, the group will enter a period of “aggressive hibernation” in these
two countries (see our Syria and Iraq sections) where it will continue to operate, hoping for a
chance to exploit the fault lines that led to its initial rise.

to maintain relevance in other countries.
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Finally, despite setbacks in Syria and Iraq, IS has long been prepared to continue with its fight
beyond a physical caliphate. As such, the group has seen a strategic shift in focus to tactics that
would require less financial and operational involvement of the group’s core. Significant
emphasis is being placed on encouraging IS sympathisers to carry out “lone wolf attacks” in
their home countries, with IS providing both the operational know-how through its propaganda
and the inspiration for such attacks. Though such attacks may be inspired by them, the isolated
nature of lone wolf actors means that it is often more difficult to discern when or where an
incident may occur. Moreover, while IS’s financial and military losses may make sophisticated
attacks more difficult to carry out, lone wolfs require significantly less resources and often
employ less traceable, day-to-day items like knives and vehicles. Thus, inciting such attacks
allows IS to continue “operating” in territories beyond its control, as seen in recent years in the
West. The group’s success, however, will largely depend on its aforementioned ability

The impact of the collapsing “Caliphate” must also be considered in its broader context. Given
the rapid success of IS in establishing this caliphate, it swiftly dominated attention, detracting
focus from other militant groups – perhaps most notably, from al-Qaeda (AQ). While most eyes
have been on IS, AQ and its affiliates, including AQ in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) and AQ in
the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) have resurged, entrenching themselves in local conflicts in Syria,
Yemen, and Libya, as well as elsewhere in Africa, South Asia and Southeast Asia. To take one
example, most attacks on security forces in Egypt in recent years have been attributed to ISaffiliates, as AQ clearly lost its main base of support when Ansar Bayt al-Maqdis pledged
allegiance to IS. Still, some members of the group that turned into IS’s “Wilayat Sinai” did not
accept the shift and are now those pushing for AQ to regroup and restructure in a country with
which it has some historic ties. As IS faces challenges, some may choose to switch allegiance,
increasing the threat posed by groups like AQ, which will capitalise on IS setbacks, providing the
group with an opportunity to revitalise and strengthen its own efforts. This, in turn, raises

the possibility of of renewed jihadist competition, which may well see each group act
more aggressively to secure their “share” of the jihadist landscape.
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Iraq’s difficult road to stability
Bottom line
❑ Iraq is slated to hold its first parliamentary elections in May but whether
these will be held on time (or at all in certain areas where IS is still active)
and without violence will be key for the country’s future.
❑ The question of internally displaced persons has the potential to delay the
polls despite PM Abadi’s pledge not to do so. The possible resurgence of IS
during the elections will be a major obstacle to their return and could
impact the perceived marginalisation among the Sunni population.
❑ Beyond that, determining Iran’s influence in the country and the ability to
maintain it will rest on the success, or lack thereof, of its proxies in the
upcoming elections.

In terms of stability, holding general elections successfully just months after the collapse of IS in
the country would, indeed, be a sign that Iraq is on the right path toward stabilisation.

Whether the elections can be held without incidents and on time is, however, far
from certain. Firstly, while IS has been defeated as a conventional force, its networks are still
active in several areas, particularly the Anbar, Salah a-Din, and Nineveh Provinces. To be sure, IS
attacks have decreased in the wake of the “Caliphate’s” collapse, particularly in Baghdad where
deadly large-scale bombings were carried out almost on a weekly basis. But the central
government will find it hard to hold elections in areas where IS remains active. The group is
liable to use the attention drawn by the polls to demonstrate that it remains a potent force in
Iraq, while further ensuring that segments of the Sunnis cannot participate in the elections and
thus feel marginalised, as this was a major factor behind the jihadist resurgence in Iraq.
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2017 was a critical year for Iraq and 2018 will be no less important. After the collapse of the
Islamic State’s (IS) so-called Caliphate in Iraq, the country will hold its first parliamentary and
local elections (the parliament later deciding on a new Prime Minister) on May 12 and 15,
respectively, which will help measure the country’s stability. The holding of these elections,
whether they will occur on time, the presence or lack of violence, and their results will
certainly give insight into the future of “post-IS Iraq”.

Indeed, another major question that relates to the elections is the return of internally displaced
persons (IDPs) to areas that were affected by the fight against IS. This includes Tikrit, Fallujah,
Ramadi, and Mosul. Three years of conflict have had a tremendous impact on the number of
IDPs. This is a humanitarian issue but also a political one, as the main Sunni coalition has called
for the postponement of elections because the mostly Sunni IDPs have yet to return to their
hometowns. IS’s persistence in these areas, along with the sheer destruction of these cities,
which were the main theatres of protracted urban battles, makes it an almost insurmountable
challenge to organise free, fair, and peaceful elections there by the spring.
Despite this, PM Haider al-Abadi has shown no signs that he is willing to postpone the
elections. On the contrary, he stated that there would be no delays and pushed for the forcible
return of IDPs to Sunni areas despite indications, including from a Reuters report, that some of
these areas are still deemed unsafe. However, the situation isn’t black and white and Abadi’s
reasoning certainly has its own merits: A delay in elections and in the vote on the 2018 budget
would further deepen the economic and humanitarian crisis Iraq faces.
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Yet deciding against postponing to a time when Sunni areas are more stabilised in Sunni areas
(although it can be argued that such stabilisation won’t occur without elections and the return
to some form of political normalcy) will have a cost, particularly when it comes to what has
been persistent Sunni marginalisation.
Beyond that, there are other underlying political reasons behind any decision to delay the
elections or not. Politically, Abadi is incentivised to proceed for two main reasons outside of the
aforementioned impact of a delay on Iraq’s stability. Firstly, former PM and current VP Nouri alMaliki, a pro-Iranian figure seen as one of Abadi’s main political opponents in the upcoming
elections, has clearly expressed opposition to a delay. For Abadi, Maliki’s position has to be
factored in, given that he is slated to be his main political adversary. A decision to delay could
be portrayed by Maliki as an attempt by Abadi to remain in power longer and defy his
constitutional duties - after all, the elections were already postponed twice due to the anti-IS
fight, a reason that is no longer valid. Maliki likely understands this, along with the fact that
there continue to be multiple obstacles to executing the polls on time even if Abadi proceeds
without a delay, including efforts to draft a new electoral law, as well as issues regarding
disputed territories with the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) and voting in the KRG itself.

An outside influencer, such as the US, could push for a delay in a bid to ensure that the
elections are held in better conditions. Yet, Washington will likely follow Abadi’s lead as a
means of maintaining an ally - or at least a neutral figure - in Baghdad. Indeed, Washington
understands that Abadi is its best bet, as any other candidate is liable to be hostile to the
US. This is despite Abadi’s attempt to partner with the Popular Mobilisation Units (PMUs - a
coalition of mostly Shiite militias), which shows that even under the current PM, the militias will
maintain their influence. Abadi has at least tried to strike a balance between the two rival
powers in Iraq, and thus his political survival is largely in Washington’s interest.
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More importantly, Abadi gained significant popularity among his constituency after sending
Iraqi troops to recapture these disputed areas in October 2017 following the September
Kurdish referendum. While initially seen as more of a placeholder after Maliki’s controversial
terms, Abadi has emerged as a strong-willed and decisive leader among the Shiite constituency,
which is both Abadi and Maliki’s main base of support. Delaying the elections for another six
months to accommodate Sunni parties would thus be done at the risk of undermining such an
image and dilapidating the political capital accumulated over recent months, with economic
and political issues sure to re-emerge and potentially be blamed on the current PM.

In addition, delaying the elections would likely also delay certain reforms that the US and other
Western partners worried about Iran’s expanding influence would like to see, and postpone
resolution of the current conflict between Baghdad and Erbil. There’s little chance that Abadi
would risk, for example, even partly attempting to dismantle the PMUs prior to the polls,
something Washington feels would reduce Iran’s influence and despite reports that he plans to
do so. Doing otherwise would be a costly move politically and Abadi has already failed to
prevent several PMU leaders from registering as candidates. The attempt to ally with the
PMUs, should it materialise after the elections, will further hinder such efforts even after the
campaign. Similarly, the Kurdish crisis won’t be solved before the elections either, as Abadi has
the upper hand and any form of concession could undermine his image. This suggests that,
while there are significant obstacles to holding the polls on time and despite the risk of further
watering down the Sunni vote, Abadi will indeed push for them to be on time, with major
issues, including the KRG crisis and role of the PMUs, “frozen” until after the elections.
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A new phase of the Syrian conflict
Bottom line
❑ Several factors, including the collapse of IS, the emergence of clear losers
and winners, and some willingness by foreign actors to cooperate, raise the
question of whether the Syrian conflict has entered its final phase.
❑ Still, various key issues will continue to fuel the conflict and the fact that the
end-game may be closer encourages each of the various actors to act more
aggressively to secure their interests.
❑ The issues surroundings future of the Kurdish-held territories and of the
Syrian opposition are far from over and have the potential to continue
fueling the conflict for years.

Yet, to a larger extent these factors have shown their limits and while the conflict’s end is

close enough that actors are more actively trying to secure their interests and gain
greater leverage over the others, the conflict is clearly far from over. In that sense, as
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With the collapse of the Islamic State’s (IS) so-called “Caliphate” in 2017, the conflict in Syria
entered a new phase that is likely to be as bloody as the previous one. To be sure, several
factors continue to suggest that the six-year-long conflict is a approaching its “end-game,”
including the fall - at least as a relevant conventional force - of IS. The emergence of somewhat
clear winners and losers in the various conflicts intertwined in Syria certainly moves it closer to
conclusion. The regime’s victory in Aleppo in 2016 was consolidated by the rush of pro-Assad
forces to the east as IS collapsed, giving Assad control over half of Syria. This is coupled with a a
new offensive in Idlib that reinforces the weakening of the opposition and its international
isolation, as most foreign backers have largely acknowledged Assad’s military victory - whether
they express it publically or not. What’s more, over the past year all foreign actors involved
have proven more willing to collaborate and reach agreements, as highlighted by the
implementation of de-escalation zones in four areas of Syria.

the war against IS fades away, the proxy war is likely to intensify, with each country involved in
Syria understanding that the greater influence they have on the ground, the greater say they
will have on the future of the country. The US’s ability to maintain its presence in Syria, and
thus remain relevant, will be tested, as it relies almost entirely on the Kurds, who are currently
facing an offensive by Turkey in the Afrin Canton (see our Turkey section). While they can be
seen as one of the “victors” of the conflict, the Kurds ability to maintain their presence in the
areas they currently control is far from certain, as recent events in Iraq have further
highlighted. Even without considering the Turkish offensive and Erdogan’s threats to expand
the operation to territory more directly under US protection, the Kurdish presence in Arabpopulated areas of eastern Syria is fragile. The Kurds are over-extended and in many cities,
including Raqqah, are actually seen as occupiers by locals (despite the perceived as liberators by
Western powers).

Assad and its allies in Tehran understand this and have been implementing a “good
cop, bad cop” strategy when it comes to the Kurds by both threatening to stage an
offensive (an Iranian official warned that Assad would “liberate” Raqqah), while still opening
the door for negotiations. Damascus and Tehran will likely favour negotiations first to try and
see what the Kurds are willing to give in a bid to avoid a direct confrontation.
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In this context, the US’s support for the Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) will be key
to determining how these negotiations will play out. A clear-cut backing of the SDF along with
financial and military aid coming from Washington and other countries would decrease
Damascus’s leverage and thus the chance that the SDF would give back important areas they
captured in eastern Syria. Whether the Kurdish People’s Protection Units (YPG) will be able to
work with its Arab partners within the SDF to maintain security in areas under its control and
prevent unrest is also likely to play a significant role in the decision to compromise (or not) with
the regime. Should the YPG be unable to rule some of the areas it captured, including those it
deems unessential (as opposed to the oil-rich parts of Deir ez-Zor, for instance), it may decide
that these areas are more valuable when exchanged for guarantees that the regime will
preserve the de facto Kurdish autonomy and won’t target YPG-led territory. In this context,
even if the Turkish intervention is limited to Afrin (despite Erdogan’s claim that it would also
target the city of Manbij), this operation will impact eastern Syria, as Kurdish forces, which are
already overstretched, may find it even more difficult to defend Afrin and maintain peace in
their other territories. This may have actually been one of the goals of the intervention, as it de
facto further shifts the balance of power between the Kurds and the pro-regime camp in favour
of the latter, and as Turkey would has largely moved away from the anti-Assad fight to focus
almost exclusively on dealing with the YPG.

The opposition remains largely fragmented, part of it acting as more of a proxy force for other
foreign powers (either not fighting or fighting other countries’ wars), while other, generally
more radical actors like Hayyat Tahrir al-Sham (HTS) are left fighting Assad and co-opting the
rest of the opposition. Such a trend is poised to continue over the coming year, with
“moderates” being co-opted by foreign powers that are no longer interested in ousting Assad
and another leg of the opposition centred around HTS presenting itself as the only group ready
to fight Assad until the end.
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In western Syria, despite the aforementioned de-escalation zones, regime offensives are poised
to continue. Whether this reflects diverging interests between Damascus, Moscow, and Tehran
or is a deliberate strategy, the pro-regime camp is both trying to co-opt part of the opposition
into the Russian-led Sochi process while clearing opposition pockets one by one as other areas
are frozen by ceasefire agreements. Although both Syrian moderate and radical opposition
forces are relevant actors on the ground, they have lost momentum since the beginning of
the Russian intervention and, even more so, since the fall of Aleppo. The opposition in Idlib, in
particular, is slated to lose a significant part of the remaining enclave, which would represent
one of its biggest setbacks since the Aleppo’s loss in 2016.

Those finding themselves in the middle, such as Ahrar al-Sham or various Free Syrian Army
(FSA) groups fighting the regime in Idlib and Hama, will find it increasingly difficult to remain
relevant, as the regime is poised to gradually advance. The opposition is not yet on the brink
but its relevance as a conventional military actor will be reduced by the aforementioned
fragmentation and the lack of supporters committed to fighting Assad. In this context, the
opposition, including HTS and various jihadist groups, are likely ready to transition into a more
traditional insurgency should they be faced with the prospect of a military defeat. While, at this
time, the phenomenon remains limited and is liable to take more than a year, the opposition
may increasingly use asymmetric warfare and insurgency tactics to maintain relevance. It
should be noted that this trend may also increasingly include Arab-populated areas under
Kurdish control. Overall, this suggests that despite the aforementioned factors suggesting that
the end-game has drawn closer, the conflict in Syria is far from over and has simply entered a
new phase.
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The Gulf rift: An enduring stalemate

Bottom line
❑ The disputants appear to be prepared for the current deadlock to become
status quo.
❑ Disbanding the Gulf Cooperation Council looks unlikely.
❑ The rift has left Qatar’s economy left more resilient and diversified.
Since June 2017, Qatar has been at the center of a regional crisis. The “quartet” of Bahrain,
Egypt, the UAE, and Saudi Arabia effectively severed ties with country, imposing a partial
economic embargo. However, despite early fears of escalation, including a potential military
conflict, the rift has settled into a prolonged stalemate.

pressure would force Qatar back into the fold, however, for several reasons, this
seems unlikely to occur as we move further into 2018.
At the beginning of the crisis, Qatar’s markets, largely dependent on foreign imports, were
shaken by the economic blockade. The country depended on its now closed and only land
border with Saudi Arabia for nearly all of its food stuffs, and UAE ports for shipped goods.
Meanwhile, tourism and the domestic stock market also took a hit. However, Qatar’s economy
has adjusted from this initial shock.
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While the quartet has consistently portrayed its decision to cut ties with Qatar as a punishment
for the latter’s support for terrorism, Le Beck has assessed that the move was instead largely
prompted by Qatar’s policy independence and failure to toe the line, particularly with regard to
the Muslim Brotherhood and normalised relations with Iran. The quartet hoped that its

The country soon expects to be self-sufficient in dairy production and has found alternative
maritime routes and trading partners. Furthermore, the county’s crucially important oil and gas
receipts have been largely unaffected by the crisis. As a result, the economy actually saw
modestly accelerating growth at the end of 2017. The ongoing resilience of the Qatari economy
coupled with the blockading countries’ reluctance to impose likely self-harming and escalatory
secondary sanctions against Qatar’s trading partners means that there is little reason to expect
that Doha will accede to the quartet’s demands.
In the months following the outbreak of the rift, Qatar’s continued membership in the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) was also threatened. In this vein, Saudi Arabia and the UAE in
December 2017 announced the creation of an entity known as the UAE-Saudi Joint Cooperation
Committee. Speculation immediately surfaced that the two nations were attempting to create a
replacement to the GCC that would not include Qatar. However, in the months that followed,
little has been heard from the initiative nor have efforts been made to expel Qatar from the
group. Meanwhile, Kuwait, a neutral party, continues to stress the importance of GCC unity,
indicating that the Council is in no danger of being disbanded or otherwise replaced going
forward. Bahrain also failed to follow through with its threat to boycott the December 2017
summit should Qatar be present.
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In this context, the conflict has devolved into a series of largely symbolic diplomatic spats
involving, among others things, accusations of airspace violations and civilian carrier
interceptions, none of which have escalated to the point of changing the present state of
affairs. In fact, the UAE reportedly ordered its armed forces to avoid worsening the crisis.
Despite mediation efforts from Kuwait and continued calls by the international community for
resolution, no negotiations are currently scheduled to address the split, nor has any member of
the quartet expressed their willingness to compromise. The crisis, therefore, is liable to

remain at a standstill, with no indication that involved parties will agree to direct
negotiations nor escalate the conflict further. This despite a likely desire on both sides to
shift the status quo in their favour and continued attempts by Kuwait to bring parties to the
table.

GCC | Diplomacy
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Saudi Arabia: Domestic reforms, regional challenges

Bottom line
❑ The policies pursued by King Salman and Crown Prince Muhammad bin
Salman (MbS) offer insight into the country’s future as MbS’s age means his
tenure as ruler will be decades-long.
❑ In Saudi Arabia’s more aggressive foreign policy, Iran will remain the key
threat but the country will struggle to successfully reduce its influence.
❑ Domestically, the leadership needs to continue balancing economic and
social reform with anticipated opposition from conservative elements and
potential anger arising from “taxation without representation”.

because it provides a glimpse of Saudi Arabia under a future King MbS, whose
youthful age relative to his predecessors means a decades-long reign.
This fact itself contributes to stability. Recent prior crown princes were older, in their 50s, 60s,
and even 70s upon appointment to the position and, therefore, even older when becoming
king. This was largely related to the fact that, until the 2015 appointment of Muhammad bin
Nayef (MbN), the heirs were all sons of the modern state’s founder (MbN and MbS are
grandsons). In practice, what this meant was shorter reigns and, while this does have the
benefit of being more inclusionary when it comes to sharing power between various familial
branches, also means relatively frequently changes in leadership. MbS’s appointment, replacing
MbN who, even as a grandson, was in his 50s, will mark a break from this pattern.
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Crown Prince Muhammad bin Salman (MbS) has been making headlines since his initial
appointment as deputy crown prince and particularly since his elevation to heir in mid 2017: He
has helped his father, the current King Salman, implement a more aggressive foreign policy, as
well as pursue additional and significant economic and social reforms, all of which are aimed at
improving the country’s long-term stability. Importantly, these policies are also significant

There are, however, still some concerns related to succession and issues that require
watching. Saudi Arabia has a lateral succession process in which power is transferred not from
father to son (lineal) but brother to brother or, in the case of the third generation, cousin to
cousin. At this time, the current king has not appointed a deputy crown prince and should there
be efforts to confine succession to King Salman or MbS’s familial line, this is liable to cause
discontent within the broader royal family. It should be noted here that one of the multiple
factors that led to former King Saud’s forced abdication in the 1960s was the promotion of his
children over his brothers and attempts to marginalise then-Crown Prince Faisal. However,
MbS’s children are presently quite young, while younger generation princes from other
branches have been elevated to important positions. This includes the nephew of MbN who
replaced him as Interior Minister and multiple appointees as deputy governors. Thus, who King
Salman names as the heir to the heir, or who MbS names as crown prince should it occur after
his ascension, will be key.
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It is also worthwhile to note that, despite multiple rumours, the current king has denied any
plans to abdicate in favour of his son prior to his death. Even if he chose to, however, it is not
clear that this would significantly shift the status quo, as MbS is heavily in the public eye and
has been tied to and involved in most key policy decisions.
This includes assisting his father in pursuing a notably more aggressive foreign policy that
focuses, at least at this time, on attempting to limit Iranian influence across the region (see our
Iran, Syria, and Lebanon sections). The intervention in Yemen, for example, has been led by
MbS, who is also the Defence Minister. Saudi Arabia also helped spearhead the blockade
against Qatar, which was in a large part an effort to roll back normalisation with Tehran, and is
seen as being the driving force behind Lebanese PM Saad Hariri’s temporary resignation, which
aimed to trigger backlash against Hezbollah, an Iranian proxy. However, these actions also
demonstrate the ability of Riyadh to severely miscalculate: The intervention in Yemen is coming
up on its three year birthday and is home to one of the world’s most severe humanitarian
crises; the situation with Qatar did not result in changed policy but has become a stalemate
(see our Qatar section) and ultimately pushed Doha closer to Tehran; and there was little, if
any, concrete change that resulted from Hariri’s resignation aside from the clear message by
international players that Lebanon’s stability should be prioritised over all else. Saudi Arabia

lobbying of European powers to impose stricter non-nuclear sanctions, which appears to be a
possible compromise with Trump to avoid US withdrawal from the Iran nuclear deal.
Domestically, King Salman and MbS will continue implementing both economic and social
reform, which are intimately linked. Saudi Vision 2030 is an ambitious plan to modernise and
diversify the country’s economy, which in the long-term will reduce the volatility associated
with fluctuating oil prices. In addition to investment in various sectors, including manufacturing
and tourism, one aspect of these plans is gradual reduction in subsidies and the introduction of
certain taxes, such as a “sin tax” on tobacco and soft drinks and the five percent value added
tax (VAT) introduced in January of this year. Combined, these help to reach the goals of
increasing non-oil revenue and reducing bloated public sector spending. However, it also
means a significant change in the long-standing social contract that dictated cradle-to-grave
social benefits in exchange for limited, if any involvement in decision making.
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will continue to see Iran as its main threat but is also likely to continue struggling to
find ways to successfully reduce its influence. One way may be through behind-the-scenes

The risk of discontent is very real, particularly as the government is primarily altering the
former element of the social contract and not the latter. At present, decision-making rests
exclusively in the hands of the Al-Saud leadership: the appointed Shura (Consultative) Council
has advisory powers only, while the powers of elected municipal leaders is highly limited.
Efforts are certainly being made to prevent potential discontent and, at this time, there has
been minimal opposition to the subsidy cuts and new taxes. Financial benefits were announced
in order to mitigate the impact of increased prices while the crackdown on corruption, during
which dozens of high level businessmen, princes, and public officials were detained, can also be
seen in part as a message to citizenry that the government intends to use the increased money
they are provided with wisely (other goals likely include actually addressing corruption and
demonstrating its seriousness in doing so, achieving multi-billion dollar settlements, and
consolidating power). Saudi Arabia will, therefore, have to continue balancing the need

to reform with these concerns, keeping an eye on anger that can arise from taxation
without representation.
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Linked to economic reform is social reform, including bringing more women into the workforce.
Women’s reform has been gradually ongoing for years now, pursued extensively under King
Salman’s predecessor and escalated under the current leadership. Most notably, women will be
allowed to obtain driving licenses come June 2018, which will both reduce expenses on largely
expatriate drivers and substantially increase the ease with which women can travel to work and
school. While some argue the lengthy timeline can allow for the reversal of the decision,
gradual implementation, so as to allow citizenry to become accustomed to the idea, is a longstanding tradition in the country.
This is particularly important as there remains opposition to such reform from more
conservative sectors of society. The government must continue to balance between these
competing sectors, which is likely why it has yet to address the underlying and greater issue
related to women, namely, the requirement that each woman have a male guardian. Even here
there are reports of slow change, such as removing required permission for some, but certainly
not all, choices. Given that women’s reform is liable to continue, alterations to guardianship
will signal seriousness on the part of the government but also bear more risk of backlash. As a
result, this particular topic, even more so than others, will likely continue to be addressed with
the traditional policy of gradual change.

It is perhaps the latter that is most important, i.e. that these changes address
concerns and demands of the technologically literate younger generation. With some
numbers putting the under 30 population in Saudi Arabia as high as 70 percent, widespread
discontent and anger among this group can pose a serious risk to the country. However, a
youthful crown prince means a leader who understands their concerns; investment and a
diversified economy means more well-paying private sector jobs for those with university
degrees; cracking down on corruption indicates a government who doesn’t want to waste their
increased revenue; and reintroduction of entertainment while limiting the powers of the
religious police sends the message that this is a country where a future can be built rather than
a place that they should aspire to leave.
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Other reform MbS and his father have pursued involve opening up the country to increased
entertainment opportunities. This, too, can be traced to both economic and political interests.
Like women’s reform, concerts, movie theatres, and other entertainment that were previously
barred can bring in revenue, encourage investment, and help fight the perception of the
country as “backwards”.
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Lebanon’s fragile status quo

Bottom line
❑ In the wake of the Arsal operation along the Syria-Lebanon border, the
jihadist threat in Lebanon has decreased
❑ The recent political crisis triggered by Hariri’s resignation has shown,
however, that Lebanon could become a more central theater of regional
conflict. Hariri’s ability to “distance” Lebanon is almost null and constantly
being challenged.
❑ Still, such trend may not play out until the upcoming elections. In the
meantime, the Lebanese government will likely try to focus on domestic
issues that present their own challenges.

Lebanon has not been immune to the ongoing Syrian conflict. Fighters belonging to Islamic
State (IS) and Hayat Tahrir al-Sham (formerly Jabhat al-Nusra) maintained a presence along the
border near Arsal in northwest Lebanon beginning in 2014. However, a joint operation between
the Lebanese Army and Hezbollah cleared them out in August 2017, effectively ending the
groups’ organised presence in the country. At the same time, IS in particular should be
expected to continue its attempts to carry out attacks, several of which were foiled over the
past year.
Along with the war in Syria came a refugee crisis. At one point, the UN estimated that Lebanon
was hosting over 1.2 million displaced persons, more than a quarter of Lebanon’s previous
population. The influx placed a severe strain on Lebanese resources, however, recent estimates
show that this population dropped below one million for the first time since 2014. This occured
as politicians were debating the merits of forced mass deportations. However, the issue has
proven divisive and the government has been unable to reach a conclusion. Regardless, given
the current reduction of violence in Syria, the number should be expected to continue to
decline in 2018, as more Syrian nationals decide to repatriate. Moreover, the likelihood of
large-scale deportations remains remote going into the new year. Lebanon lack the political
consensus, and perhaps more importantly, the resources to carry out the forced repatriations
of almost a million people, not to mention the potential for economic disruption and violence.
Lebanon was further shaken by the shock resignation of its Prime Minister, Saad Hariri, while in
Saudi Arabia on November 4. The sudden move prompted speculation of interference from
Riyadh. However, several weeks later, Hariri returned to Lebanon and formally withdrew his
resignation. This saga prompted a serious political crisis in the country and discussion over the
future of Hezbollah’s arsenal and its role in foreign conflicts (i.e. Syria). Hariri’s allies maintained
that the group must disarm and refrain from adventurism abroad as preconditions for
maintaining the political order. However, Hezbollah is unlikely to give up its role as the armed
“resistance” and there is no other faction, including the Lebanese military, strong enough to
force disarmament, nor does any party want a second civil war.
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Despite common portrayals as a country on the brink, Lebanon has demonstrated impressive
stability in the face of numerous challenges over the last several years, and will continue to do
so in 2018.
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Furthermore, Hezbollah’s remains popular with a large segment of the country,
particularly the Shiite population. Therefore, external actors, along with rival political factions,
including the Hariri-led Future Movement, are largely without options in confronting Hezbollah.

The dispute was effectively frozen by the intervention of the US and France, among
others, who highlighted their preferences for a stable Lebanon over one encouraged
to fight Iranian influence at the expense of stability. Whether the temporary status quo
will be maintained during the upcoming elections is uncertain, however, as Riyadh could use
these as another opportunity to try and mobilise other actors against Iran’s influence in the
country. Still, its ability to do so effectively, after the Hariri fiasco, is likely to be limited.
In this context, Lebanon’s internal military status quo may remain unchanged and several
members Hezbollah’s political arm, the Loyalty to the Resistance Bloc, are likely to be
(re)elected in the parliamentary elections scheduled for 6 May 2018 (the first since 2009). That
elections are even set to be held, though several years late, represents progress. And while
there exists the slight possibility that they will be further delayed, several major political blocs,
including Hezbollah, have insisted that they be proceed as scheduled. In this context, after a
two-year deadlock, Lebanon elected a president (Michel Aoun) in 2016 and proceeded with
several important pieces of legislation, including budget reform.

As mentioned above, the relative political stability has allowed for Lebanon to address pressing
economic issues. Perhaps most importantly, oil and gas tenders awarded to three international
companies in December were finalised at the end of January. The revenue from the
exploitation of the country’s estimated offshore reserves of 96 trillion cubic feet of natural gas
and 865 million barrels of oil will serve to improve the country’s economy, which is currently
burdened by public debt amounting to approximately 150 percent of GDP. At the same time,
it’s important to note that there are existing disputes with Israel regarding claims to maritime
territory believed to be rich in oil and gas, which could delay related progress and revenue but
have yet to scare away foreign companies interested in investing.
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Regarding the elections, the results will be difficult to predict, particularly given recent changes
to electoral laws and the apparent dissolution of the country’s two main competing political
groups, the pro-Iranian March 8 and pro-Western March 14. Whatever the outcome, however,
there is no reason to expect serious changes to the entrenched political system.
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Erdogan’s Turkey

Bottom line
❑ 2018 will be critical for Turkey both on the regional and domestic fronts.
❑ On the regional front, the intervention in Syria operation is poised to be a
protracted one both due to the terrain and to Ankara’s broader effort to
force Washington into decreasing its support for the Kurdish militia.
❑ On the domestic front, Erdogan still needs to continue securing the support
of Turkey’s nationalist party and may try to catch the divided opposition offguard by calling for early elections.

making concessions, thus tackling US support to the Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic
Forces (SDF, of which elements of the YPG are a part) without having to confront the
US
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The upcoming year in Turkey will be shaped both by Ankara’s foreign policy and ability to
impact the regional environment, as well as the 2019 elections. In the foreign affairs arena, the
upcoming year will largely be driven by the Kurdish question, with intervention in Afrin, Syria
representing the tip of the iceberg, as Turkey feels that its window of opportunity to act
forcefully against what it sees as a strategic threat is closing. Afrin is likely to be a prolonged
operation both due to the challenge of operating in mountainous area and the Turkish military’s
relative reluctance to places its own troops at the front lines. This drawn-out fight is something
Ankara is clearly prepared to pursue, particularly given that it is as much a military as a
political/diplomatic offensive meant to shift the calculus of other foreign powers, including the
US and Russia. Turkey chose Afrin as its primary target because it was controlled by the
People’s Protection Units (YPG), a group tied to the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK), with this
specific segment not under Washington’s protection, as was pointed out by a US military
official. Still, the goal is to capitalise on such an operation to force Washington into

The backdoor diplomacy surrounding Turkey’s operation in Afrin will play as much of a role, if
not more than the actual military operation in setting the course of the anti-YPG offensive. In
this context, efforts to force the US to reverse course on its commitment to protect and support
the SDF are liable to face significant challenges. Such US commitment isn’t superfluous but part
of a broader strategy to contain Iran, something that has become the US’s top priority in Syria
after the defeat of Islamic State (IS). As mentioned in our Iran section, the US and other
partners see the SDF as a bulwark against further Iranian expansion in Syria, explaining why
Washington sent the signal that it was committed to supporting and strengthening them. It will
thus be difficult for Ankara to obtain significant concessions, as the US commitment to the

SDF isn’t simply tied to the “debt” it owes its anti-IS partner but, rather, to the fact
that Washington’s entire Syria policy is dependent on them.
Even a “simple” withdrawal of US forces from Manbij (which Turkey called for) would
send the message that US protection is void, a signal that would be received in Ankara,
Tehran, and Damascus at a time when the two latter powers are trying to obtain, through
negotiations or threats of actual conflict, the withdrawal of Kurdish-led forces from key areas in
eastern Syria.
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Still, a scenario where Turkey moves towards Manbij and puts its Syria policy on
collision course with its NATO ally should not be ruled out, particularly given the
importance placed on neutralising the Kurdish threat. Yet, a safer approach would be to slowly
turn the tables with a protracted operation in Afrin that would end up securing some limited
concessions from Washington.

While Erdogan has a solid base of support and largely controls the media, there’s enough time
and room for the opposition to come to represent a threat to the Turkish leaders. For instance,
despite a largely unlevel playing field, the 2017 referendum that changed the constitution only
passed with a slight majority (51 percent) amid persistent claims of electoral fraud. Despite

the image of strength that Erdogan has conveyed since the 2016 coup attempt, the
referendum showed that almost half of the population isn’t necessarily ready to
unconditionally support his policies. In fact, Erdogan’s strength derives from the division
and weakness of his opposition - some of which he contributed to by effectively breaking the
pro-Kurdish People’s Democratic Party (HDP) with a campaign of arrests - rather than from the
unanimity surrounding his actions.
The opposition will likely use the almost two years it has to organise and hope that Erdogan will
disappoint some segments of the population, particularly with regards to the economy. In this
context, despite its popularity, the AKP can only count on an estimated 20 percent of
electorate, which supports the party only on its Islamist platform, while the other 30 percent
that AKP managed to draw in the 2015 elections were voters who backed the party for
economic reasons.
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This is something Erdogan can afford unless the Turkish military suffers massive casualties,
which is unlikely given deliberate effort to limit its exposure. More so, while the operation in
Afrin clearly stems from strategic concerns and would likely have been launched under any
Turkish leadership, its timing fits well within the domestic political picture. With the operation,
Erdogan is consolidating both his own popularity, as the operation is widely supported at this
time, and his strategic alliance with the Nationalist Movement Party (MHP) that will be critical
to Erdogan’s reelection. Despite a solid base of support, it is unlikely that the Erdogan-led
Justice and Development Party (AKP) will secure 50 percent of the parliament during the 2019
general (parliamentary and presidential) elections. Boosting his popularity is critical to the
latter election. In this context, the importance of the upcoming polls cannot be understated.
With the recent passing of constitutional reform, the next president will have significantly more
power, with the parliament sidelined and the office of Prime Minister eliminated. Losing that
election would be catastrophic for Erdogan, whose efforts over the last several years have been
geared toward ensuring the continuation of his rule through the newly powerful presidency.

This in turn has led to speculation that Erdogan is, in fact, planning to call for early elections,
which would hold many advantages for himself and the ruling party. If the elections are
called early enough the opposition will still be disorganised. The leader of the
Republican People’s Party (CHP), Kemal Kilicdaroglu, managed to draw significant turnout at his
2017 Justice March, yet has largely failed to capitalise on such success and his opposition to any
of Erdogan’s policies has been relatively muted since then. Erdogan’s other challenger, Meral
Aksener, an MHP dissident who recently created her own party, will not have had time to truly
emerge as a serious contender and attract the votes of Turkish nationalists disappointed by
Erdogan, particularly in the wake of the Afrin operation and Erdogan’s strong criticism of
Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital.
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Calling early elections would also mitigate an unfavourable electoral agenda, which places
typically more unpredictable local elections before the general ones. Such municipal elections
carry the potential to be a setback for the AKP before entering the presidential and
parliamentary campaigns. This means that, by calling an early election - something that
Erdogan has the power to do himself or through the parliament - the Turkish President would
not only potentially get his executive presidency before the planned date, but also catch the
opposition off guard and eliminate an amount of electoral uncertainty. This also means that

the window of opportunity for a more liberal and organised opposition to Erdogan is
swiftly closing.
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Egypt’s stability in question

Bottom line
❑ Militant attacks are set to continue amid an ongoing harsh government
crackdown.
❑ Economic growth will also endure, yet simmering socio-economic
discontent will likely continue to fuel outbursts of unrest, which the
government will try to manage so they don’t turn political.
❑ The absence of a credible alternative to Sisi and opposition crackdown
explains the current government’s stability, rather than Sisi’s own
popularity.

The Sinai insurgency, which began as a local conflict following the ouster of Hosni Mubarak in
2011, has gained intensity since being co-opted by IS in the following years. The forces opposing
the government are composed of local Bedouins, Egyptians from elsewhere in the country, and
a number of foreign fighters, with the conflict effectively transforming parts of the Sinai
Peninsula into warzones. Subsequently, economic activity has suffered as foreign tourists have
been forced to abandoned popular seaside resorts. Going into 2018, the conflict shows no signs
of abating. Clashes between militants and security forces are a near daily occurrence, along
with occasional large-scale militant attacks.
While IS primarily operates in Sinai, the group has also claimed several recent attacks targeting
Christians in mainland Egypt, most notably church bombings in Alexandria and Tanta, as well as
a shooting at Mar Mina Church in Helwan. It should be noted that while most (but certainly not
all) IS-related attacks in Sinai target security personnel, its operations in the mainland are
focused on civilians, particularly Coptic Christians. Such attacks are likely to persist, as IS fighters
continue make their way to Egypt (via Libya) after the group’s defeats in Syria and Iraq.
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2017 was a challenging year for Egypt. Its military forces are bogged down in a seemingly
intractable conflict in the Sinai Peninsula. Meanwhile, Muslim Brotherhood (MB) and Islamic
State (IS)-linked groups regularly carry out attacks in the mainland, including in the country’s
largest metropolitan areas. However, there is reason to be confident that Egypt and the Abdel
Fattah el-Sisi-led government will soldier on through 2018, albeit with significant difficulties.

Egypt has also seen a thus far limited but notable resurgence of al-Qaeda (AQ) in the country,
arising most prominently after an affiliate claimed responsibility for the October 2017 attack
near the Bahariya Oasis. In this context, some members of IS’s Sinai-based AQ-linked
predecessor (Ansar Bayt al-Maqdis) who did not accept the shift to IS are pushing for AQ to
regroup and restructure in a country where it has historic ties. As IS faces challenges and
setbacks, including due to the loss of its physical “Caliphate” in Syria and Iraq and widespread
criticism of some of its attacks (such as the November 2017 attack against a Sufi-associated
mosque in Sinai that was attributed to IS but never claimed), some may choose to switch
allegiance, thereby increasing the threat posed by AQ. This, in turn, also raises the possibility of
renewed jihadist competition, which may well see each acting more aggressively to secure their
“share” of the jihadist landscape.
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Meanwhile, the most active militants in Egypt proper are radical MB offshoots. These groups,
such as Hasm and Liwa al-Thawra, became radicalised after the overthrow of former President
Mohamed Morsi, and exclusively target security services. They operate in most of the country's
major metropolitan areas, the Nile Delta region, and rural upper Egypt.
In response to the above mentioned militant activity, the government launches frequent antiterrorism raids, arrest operations, and military actions. However, officials have thus far been
unable to eliminate nor significantly reduce violent anti-government activity. In fact,
the government’s insistence on heavy-handed tactics appears to be exacerbating the problem.
Therefore, Le Beck expects Egypt to continue to see similar levels of militancy and
corresponding security operations in 2018.
On the political side, largely persistent security concerns and reductions in government
subsidies has seen Sisi’s popularity waning ahead of the March 2018 presidential elections.
However, the majority of the population still appears to remain supportive of his policies.

Following the elections, Sisi is likely pursue further economic reforms in an effort to maintain
Egypt’s growth, which is expected to see 4.5 percent growth in GDP in 2018. And while further
cuts to popular subsidies may be met with protests, demonstrations over the issue in the past
have remained small, isolated - due to apathy, strict protest laws, and frequent crackdowns and thus far, not regime-threatening.
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Meanwhile, several prominent opposition candidates have reportedly been forced out of the
upcoming election, including Ahmed Shafiq, a former prime minister, and Sami Anan, a retired
general. The latter in particular was likely seen a threat due to his campaign’s focus on
combating corruption, which is believed to be pervasive in the government. Moreover, Anan’s
decision to choose leading anti-corruption figure Hisham Geneina as his deputy was risky given
his criticism of the military’s influence in the Egyptian economy. The military’s quick and very
public reaction to Anan’s candidacy, as well a subsequent assault against Geneina shows that
authorities simply couldn’t have taken the risk of allowing Anan and Geneina a platform for
public criticism of corruption and the military’s role in Egypt, regardless of whether or not Anan
was a credible political opponent. This in addition to the fact that Anan’s status as a former
high-ranking officer could have put him in a position to compromise Sisi’s base of legitimacy.
Regardless, taking into account the January 24 withdrawal of leftist lawyer Khaled Ali, Sisi is all
but certain to obtain a second term, as he is now faced with only one, seemingly token
candidate: al-Ghad Party President Mousa Moustafa Mousa who announced his candidacy last
minute and failed to remove banners supporting Sisi from his Facebook page.
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The Palestinian leadership at a crossroads

With US President Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital in December 2017, the
conflict between Israelis and Palestinians came back to the front pages. The protracted crisis
had largely taken a backseat over the past years amid growing regional crises, yet 2018 may

see the conflict re-emerge, not only because of Trump’s unprecedented decision but
because two of the main actors, Hamas and the Palestinian Authority (PA), are
relatively cornered and in need of a new strategy.
The PA, on the one hand, faces significant challenges that come at a time when both its
leadership and overall vision are challenged. Despite claims that the move would advance
peace, the Jerusalem announcement and the fact that Trump is admittedly heading one of the
most overtly pro-Israel administrations since the beginning of the conflict, has dashed hopes
amongst the Palestinian leadership that Trump could somehow revive the long-staggering
peace process. In fact, Ramallah is now faced with significant pressure to make concessions,
with the US taking punitive measures, including withholding half of the US aid to the United
Nations Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA) that aids Palestinian refugees across the region.
While not explicitly advertised as such, the cut is an attempt by the US to pressure the
Palestinian leadership. Although the move could eventually trigger unrest and threaten Abbas,
whose popularity has always been limited, the alternative - accepting an unbalanced peace
agreement - would be even deadlier for the ailing PA chief. Abbas doesn’t have the political

support needed to ensure Palestinians acceptance of a relatively fair agreement, yet
alone an unbalanced one. The same can be said of the current Israeli coalition, which would
likely fall if a fair agreement was pursued. The Palestinian leadership will thus try to resist
American pressure, betting that, should the situation become too desperate in the West Bank,
other actors and even Israel (whose interest is to keep the West Bank quiet) will intervene.
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Bottom line
❑ After a difficult end of the year, including due to Trump’s recognition of
Jerusalem as Israel’s capital, the Palestinian leadership in Ramallah is
searching for a new strategy. Still, Abbas may intend to postpone the
implementation of any such strategy and leave it to his successor.
❑ Meanwhile, Hamas has backed itself into a corner in Gaza, entangled in a
reconciliation process that has yet to produce any significant changes. While
the Islamist group still remains committed to its rapprochement with Egypt,
such a calculation may soon change, highlighting the risk of an escalation.

Other more drastic measures by the PA, including possibly cancelling its recognition of Israel or
the Oslo agreements altogether and a move toward backing a one-state solution (with equal
rights for Palestinian and Israelis), will likely be postponed until new leadership is chosen. His
recent speech in front of the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO) Central Committee
certainly laid the groundwork for such drastic measures, yet Abbas will likely leave such a
decision to his successor, as he further hinted that this speech may be his last.
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In the meantime, the Palestinian leader is liable to focus on maintaining symbolic relevance
through limited diplomatic efforts, including one to have a Palestinian state recognised by
other nations and highlighted by his recent call on the European Union to do so. He may also
look to other actors to propose a competing peace plan to the one the US is supporting.

Similarly, in Gaza, Hamas seems to have backed itself into a corner. The reconciliation

For Abbas, on the other hand, the main idea was probably to show, by deploying border guards
to the Rafah border crossing, that the PA remains the only legitimate Palestinian entity and to
remain relevant while also bowing to pressure from Egyptian President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi.

Cairo has indeed been the main actor behind the reconciliation, which, in its view,
has much less to do with the Palestinians themselves than the situation in Sinai and
efforts to find a partner that would prevent Gaza from being used as a rear base by jihadists.
The conjunction of short-term interests allowed for a deal to be reached, yet from the get-go
also limited the chances that the process would enter a more serious phase. Abbas has clearly
expressed his resolve not to take responsibility of Gaza if Hamas doesn’t relinquish its weapons,
which is unlikely to occur given that the main goal of the Islamist group appears, in fact, to be
preservation of its armed wing.

This largely leaves the reconciliation agreement in somewhat of a twilight zone, with
Egypt effectively pressuring both sides to ensure that the process doesn’t collapse, yet
uninterested in the actual full implementation of the agreement as long its security interests
are not threatened. In this context, despite the sporadic re-opening of Rafah and dispatch of
goods and fuel through the Egypt-Gaza border, as well as Abbas’ decision to resume payment
for electricity in Gaza (likely also stemming from Egyptian pressure), the situation in Gaza
remains dire: these measures are nothing more than a band-aid aimed at preventing - or more
accurately, delaying - an escalation.
The gradual destruction of Hamas’ offensive capabilities, as Israel develops and deploys new
anti-tunnel measures and constructs a new underground fence, will force the group to start
gauging whether the current status quo works in its favour. The US decision to cut UNRWA
funding is likely to also impact this calculus, as conditions are liable worsen in Gaza as a result.
As long as it is engaged in the reconciliation process and in talks with Egypt, Hamas may hope
to achieve some compromises from Cairo in order to save the agreement, yet should Egypt fail
to do so and should the situation in Gaza become too desperate, the group may have no choice
but to engage in a confrontation with Israel. In the meantime, Hamas may try and take
advantage of the current anger in the West Bank and of Abbas’ growing unpopularity by
carrying out attacks in this arena rather than in or from Gaza.
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process largely sponsored by Egypt has reached an expected deadlock. The deal that saw
Hamas agree to transfer civilian responsibilities in Gaza back to the PA (ten years after the
group forcefully seize power in the Gaza Strip) was primarily driven by short-term interests.
Hamas saw the deal as a way to convince Egypt to reopen the Rafah border crossing and thus
improve the drastic humanitarian conditions in the enclave. Hamas’ willingness to relinquish
civilian authority over Gaza underscored the group’s assessment that its responsibilities over
the fate of the almost two millions Gazans has become a weight. It further underscored the
growing influence of the group’s military wing over the political one, as the overall goal was
likely to preserve the popularity of the al-Qassam Brigades, which was being impacted by the
unpopularity of the Hamas-led government.
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No end in sight for the conflict in Yemen

Bottom line
❑ Continued military conflict in Yemen is the more likely scenario, at least in
the short-term.
❑ A plausible, sustainable political solution would require all parties to be
inclined to negotiate.
❑ Yemen remains a key theatre for Saudi-US-Iran power dynamics to play out.

Yemen’s turbulent history has long been witness to conflict and political rivalry, with the
Houthis and Yemeni government forces confronting one another for over two decades. These
confrontations tended to wax and wane: the lead-up to the current conflict saw multiple
outbreaks of violence and then settlements, the latter of which proved ineffective and were
likely also part of Houthi strategy to gradually expand its influence and achieve demands. None
addressed the long-term goal of increasing their political influence and pushing back against
perceived marginalisation. In this context, the seeming absence of real interest in a
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Almost three years have passed since the conflict in Yemen began, yet its momentum has not
diminished despite an escalating humanitarian crisis that brings increased attention to the need
for resolution. As Saudi-led coalition efforts to recapture critical territories and sever Houthi
supply lines continue, the latter are left facing significant setbacks. Amid recent military and
territorial gains, coupled with a weakened Houthi position following the loss of (at least some)
support from the General People’s Congress (GPC), the coalition may see a military “victory” as
increasingly achievable. In this context, the Houthis’ weakened position largely leaves them
with two options: continue military confrontation or seek negotiations. Both raise the question
of whether the Houthis will turn further toward Iran.

political solution and ongoing fighting indicates that a continuation of military
conflict is the most likely scenario, particularly in the short term.
Initially it appeared that former Yemen President Ali Abdullah Saleh’s ultimately fatal decision
to dissolve the GPC-Houthi alliance (he was subsequently assassinated by his former ally) would
turn the tide of the conflict, including through the emergence of an additional enemy for the
Houthis in the form of Saleh loyalists. However, the continuation of violence, including missile
launches deep into Saudi Arabia, highlights Houthi capabilities even in the face of any military
might lost in the alliance’s dissolution. Here, it is essential to remember that the Houthis are not
entirely alone in their fight: the GPC remains divided and Iran continues to provide backing. The
fallout of Saleh’s death, therefore, may ultimately serve as the catalyst that gradually pushes
the Houthis even further into Iran’s sphere of influence.
Within the GPC itself, the loss of a strong leader exacerbated divisions and sparked a rift
between those sympathetic to continuing the Houthi alliance and who perfer to support the
coalition. This is demonstrated by the contentious choice of Saleh’s successor, the somewhat
surprising former agriculture minister and GPC deputy leader, Sadeq Amin Abou Rass, rather
than his son, Ahmad Ali Saleh, who, while also a divisive choice, was considered a strong
candidate and frontrunner, with Emirati and Saudi outlets touting him as such.
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In fact, initial reports suggest that several GPC members rejected Abou Rass’ appointment
despite GPC-linked media depicting a show show of support. More importantly, there is
currently no indication that Abou Rass will be capable of achieving the level of political clout
necessary to reunify the GPC and impact the course of the conflict.
With regard to external involvement in Yemen, the conflict continues to serve as a proxy war
between Iran and its regional rivals (and the US). Crucially, the country has long been a vital
part of Saudi Crown Prince Muhammad bin Salman’s (MbS) agenda to curb Iranian influence in
the region and prevent the emergence of an Iranian ally on the southern border. Given that
MbS is seen as the architect of the conflict, the ability to claim some kind of success – military
or otherwise – will be key. With a political solution seeming improbable in the immediate
future and amid recent military gains, Saudi Arabia is, therefore, unlikely to cease military
operations. As such, Saudi-Iranian power dynamics will continue to play out in Yemen.

The international community, for its part, including the UN, has become increasingly critical of
the military campaign and particularly its impact on the civilian population. Yet, despite the
severe humanitarian crisis, involving cholera and famine, there is no real indication that the
parties involved have an interest in avoiding further military escalation. Rather, particularly on
the side of the coalition, the provision of financial and humanitarian aid has been the go-to but
insufficient solution. For example, following Bin Dagher’s appeals to bolster the local currency
and avoid “inevitable starvation”, Saudi Arabia injected two billion USD into the economy.
Similarly, while the US condemns the humanitarian situation, it provides military support to the
coalition, including because the Trump administration sees Yemen as a key theatre from which
it can curtail Iran’s regional influence.
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Either course of action – military or political – raises the question of Iran’s role in the conflict
and its possible resolution. For Tehran, ongoing fighting is a win-win: It serves to entrench its
regional rivals in a costly conflict that requires limited expenditure on Iran’s part but allows it to
expand its strategic influence by presenting itself as an indispensable ally. Yemen PM Ahmed
Bin Dagher also claimed that “Iranian consent” would be required to achieve a lasting
resolution. Although possibly an exaggeration, it is likely that Houthi reliance on Iran doesn’t
end on the battlefield. In other words, the opportunity for Iran to further embed itself into
Yemen could present itself in either continued conflict or in negotiations.

While all indications point to continued military conflict, the potential for a negotiated
resolution cannot be dismissed entirely. However, the fact remains that for any plausible
political solution to be sustainable, all parties must be willing to first sit at the table. The GPC
stated, for example, that it “remained open to all Yemeni factions and national reconciliation”
yet seems disinclined “to make peace with the aggressors against the sovereignty, the dignity
and the freedom of our great Yemeni people”. Similarly, President Abd Rabbuh Mansur Hadi’s
government refuses to enter into talks with the Houthis unless they agree to disarm, a
precondition that is highly unlikely to be met: their military capabilities are intimately tied to
their bargaining power. However, the planned exit of the current UN Special Envoy to Yemen,
Ismail Ould Cheikh Ahmed, who was declared persona non grata by the Houthis in June 2017,
may at least increase the possibility for talks to resume through the auspices of the UN. While

an agreement will still be extremely difficult to reach, the appointment of a new
envoy may suffice to at least bring the Houthis to the table and perhaps allow for a
temporary ceasefire and entrance of increased aid.
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Beyond the difficulty in even getting parties to sit down with one another, another substantial
challenge in achieving political resolution is that any plausible solution will undercut the
Houthis’ current standing, thus making it difficult to see how they could be enticed into any
agreement. As a subset of Zaydi Shiites, which represent approximately 25 percent of the
Yemeni population, the Houthis are a minority within a minority. Any political solution
agreeable to other parties involved is highly unlikely to preserve anything close to the level of
territorial and governmental control that they currently enjoy. At the same time, in the face of
diminishing military might and, consequently, crucial bargaining power, the Houthis may come
to see negotiations as their only way to seeking out some kind of victory. In this context, one
likely outcome is that they will seek short-term military successes as a means by which to
improve their bargaining position before agreeing to any talks.
The issue of any ultimate agreement addressing the needs of involved parties is also not limited
to the Houthis. Recent fighting in Aden within the anti-Houthi coalition between the Southern
Transitional Council (STC), a coalition-allied force that calls for the succession of the former
South Yemen, and Hadi-affiliated fighters has highlighted the challenges for any post-conflict
Yemen. Various groups operate in the country, often based on tribal, regional, and/or religious
links, with various and often competing interests. While often subdued amid the current larger
conflict, they will not disappear and have a high risk of triggering renewed conflict in any postwar scenario.
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Also keep an eye on...

Algeria: While Algeria remains one of the quietest countries in North Africa, several underlying
issues will continue to impact the security landscape, including ongoing socio-economic unrest,
particularly in outlying regions of the country, as well as the presence of al-Qaeda and to a
lesser extent Islamic State (IS)-affiliated cells. On the broader level, internal power struggles
should also be monitored as various elements within “Le Pouvoir” (the deep state) are
competing to secure their role in the post-Bouteflika era.

Iran: In the wake of the Iran protests and following efforts by President Hassan Rouhani,
Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei has reportedly ordered the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps
(IRGC) and the military to decrease its economic influence in the country’s economy. Despite
Khamenei’s order, such efforts, should they indeed materialise, will face significant obstacles
given the extent to particularly the IRGC is interwoven into the economy. Successes, however,
can help alleviate concerns by foreign companies and investors created by existing and
extensive IRGC sanctions.
Jordan: Cuts to bread subsidies and International Monetary Fund-supported tax increases are
aimed at reducing high public debt and stabilising the economy. Despite cash handouts, price
hikes bear a high risk of unrest, as was seen in the late 1980s, the mid 1990s (the “bread
riots”), and in 2012 in response to fuel subsidy cuts. Although the government is certainly
interested in preventing backlash to these and future measures, they also must address
unsustainable social benefits, a situation made worse by a lack of natural resources, over one
million Syrian refugees, and hits to the country’s key tourism industry.

Also keep an eye on…

Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC): The six GCC member states are all in various stages of
implementing economic reform aimed at diversifying their economies away from heavy
reliance on natural resources. As discussed in the section on Saudi Arabia, these include
measures that are unpopular and can impact long-standing social contracts, including
introductions of new taxes (VAT and selective taxes) and cuts to subsidies. All will attempt to
balance out the need for long-term economic stability and the interests of their people,
including through temporary benefits aimed at easing the impact of new policies and efforts to
lower unemployment, particularly among the massive 30-and-under population.

Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG): After last year’s independence referendum and
Baghdad’s take-over of most of the disputed territories, the ongoing crisis between Erbil and
the central government has yet to be solved, despite signs suggesting that the peak of the crisis
has largely passed.
Libya: In November 2017, UN Special Envoy to Libya Ghassan Salame stated that he was
working on organising new elections in 2018. Yet, despite several rounds of talks, the complex
political landscape in Libya, marked by divisions between three governments that are
themselves dependent on affiliated militias, will likely continue to fuel violence and create
nearly insurmountable barriers to successfully holding nationwide free and fair elections.
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Morocco: Trials resulting from the Hirak Rif protest movement, which began in 2016, will
continue into 2018. As convictions are handed down, civil unrest remains a possibility,
particularly in the al-Hoceima region. Meanwhile, periodic demonstrations related to mining
deaths and general discontent with socio-economic conditions are likely continue in the
northeastern city of Jerada. The government, meanwhile, will continue its attempts to address
this ongoing dissatisfaction with underdevelopment and poor economic conditions in outlying
areas of the country.
Tunisia: Despite its status as the Arab Spring’s sole “success story”, Tunisia will face serious
economic and political challenges in 2018. Reflecting these difficulties, anti-austerity protests
erupted across the country in January. Not helping matters is that Tunisia has seen seven
governments in the nine years since the overthrow of Zine el-Abidine Ben Ali. However,
authorities appear to be steadfast in enacting painful but necessary economic reforms,
including trimming the public sector workforce, tax hikes, and subsidy cuts. Such moves will
continue to trigger unrest, aided by the country’s powerful trade unions.

Also keep an eye on…
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